LEVEL 5 &6 &7 ACTIVITIES
KWLH: The K-W-L-H technique is a good method to help students activate prior
knowledge about Epilepsy.
K
W
What I know about
What I want to know
Epilepsy.
about Epilepsy.

L
What I have learnt
about Epilepsy.

H
How can I learn more
about Epilepsy?

CINQUAIN PURPLE POETRY: Cinquain poems have 5 lines
Line 1: 1 word title ( noun) Line 2: 2 descriptive words ( adjectives) Line 3 : 3 words that
express action Line 4: 4 words that express feeling Line 5 : 1 word: synonym or reference
to word title. Examples can be found on the site listed
members.optushome.com.au/kazoom/poetry/cinquain.html - Cached

PROVERBS: List and explain the meanings of all proverbs involving colour.
E.g. All that glitters is not gold.........

CREATE A WORDSEARCH: Students create their own word search or crossword
related to Purple Day and Epilepsy. Give to a partner to solve when completed.

DESIGN A SPINNER: In pairs each student designs their own spinner using the
colours purple, red and green in different proportions, without showing the spinner to their
working partner. In turn students ask their partner to predict how many times the colour
purple will be spun, if the spinner is spun 10 times. Spin the spinner 10 times and record the
result. The partner now draws the spinner they think their partner has designed. Switch roles
so each student gets a turn at spinning and predicting.

MIRROR IMAGE WORDS: Fold a sheet of drawing paper in half lengthways, Students
write the word purple on the fold of the paper in block or bubble letters. They need to ensure
the letters are joined and are slightly above the fold line. Cut out the outline of the word.
When you unfold the paper you now have a mirror image of the word. Students can decorate
and hang these around the room.

DESIGN A BOOKMARK: Students design a bookmark that would be suitable to sell
as a merchandise item for Purple Day, to raise money for Epilepsy Awareness.

RESEARCH QUESTIONS
Which countries have purple on their flag? Uluru can look purple in the afternoon. Why?
Are purple fruit and vegetables a healthy option? Why/Why not

GROW PURPLE CRYSTALS:

http://chemistry.about.com/od/growingcrystals/ht/purplecystal.htm

PURPLE DAY QUIZ: Students can complete the Purple Day Quiz individually or in
pairs on a computer. It can also be completed as a whole class activity by downloading the
quiz from Epilepsy Foundation of Victoria website http://www.epinet.org.au/ to an interactive
whiteboard.

EPILEPSY SMART QUIZ

www.epilepsysmart.org.au

www.epinet.org.au

